
Anti-Algae Cover Maintenance.  Covers should be checked on a regular basis 
Ensure that the ropes & nylon webbing straps remain taught and securely fixed and that the centre support column remains vertical 

Check for and carefully remove, any surface debris (blocked cover will prevent rainwater from passing through the material) 
Remove the cover if  SNOWFALL or severe weather is forecast (heavy snow lying on the cover, or debris may cause damage to the cover)

An Evenproducts reinforcing ring is recommended for tanks either above 36ft in Diameter or 5 rings or more high

eyenuts fitted to every other tank bolt 
(these are used for both ropes to centre 
support and AA cover straps as  advised

below) 

AA Cover Installation 
 Covers 18ft (5.48mt) diameter and 

above  with centre support structure 
structure  

  centre support tube 
(check with spirit level for verticality) 

tube cut to length
by Evenproducts 
- please refer to 
advised heights 

above tank

sheet (plastic, rubber, carpet) below base 
plate (not supplied in the kit— use the cover 
bag or surplus EPDM from packaging !)

underside of top 
plate and cover 

Drill 2 holes  
(10 or 12mm dia) 

one side at 500mm  
from base, the other 
side at 750mm from

base 
(to add water ballast 
to the support tube) 

locate & position (removable) inlet cover 
as required 

nylon buckle strap 
(to every eyenut) 

ensure the skirt  
is evenly fitted all 

round the tank 

Ropes to every second eye nut 
(every 4th bolt hole) minimum.  

Approximate Heights of the Top Plate above the Tank Rim 
18ft=40cm, 21ft=50cm, 24ft=60cm, 27ft=65cm, 30ft=80cm 

36ft=90cm, 39ft=95cm, 42ft=100cm, 45ft=110cm, 48ft=120cm 

Tailored Cover 
Installed over 
the Support 

Structure 

Fit ropes to every other eyenut 
(every 4th bolt hole) Do not over
tighten the support ropes (avoid 

bending the top panels) but 
ensure 

ropes are tensioned

Ropes can be secured 
to every eye nut if 
required by using a 
double length rope to 
go from outer edge of 
tank through top plate 
and back to edge




